We define the utility of the specified up state of the system, 2: Xi, consisting of n independent multistate items. A measure of importance of an item and that of a given state of an item are discussed with respect to the expected utility function. It is shown that., for non-decreasing utility functions, the perfect state of an item yields maximum contribution to the expected utility function. However, such a choice of a state is not obvious when the utility function is non-monotonic. In this case, we propose the use of the linear programming technique to decide the availabilities of states of an item so that its contribution to the expected utility of the system is maximum. Further, we derive sufficient conditions to compare the overall and the state-wise impact of any two items on the expec1;ed utility of the system. A numerical example is given to illustrate the procedure.
Introduction
To begin the discussion on multistate monotone systems (MMS), let, the MMS have n items, Xi Since BaI:low and Wu [1] extended the theory of binary coherent structures (BCS) to MMS there have been several papers on the probabilistic aspects of MMS.
For details see El-Neweihi and Proschan [2] and Natvig [ 6] • Also, the concept of t.he relevancy of an item to the BCS has been extended in various ways, for example, see El-Neweihi ilnd Proschan [3] and Ohi and Nishida [8] .
Common assumptions, in the literature on MMS, are (i) Above restrictions do not permit the study of structure 31 n functions of the type ~ (X) = L Xi. However, rX i is a reasonable i=l structure function while studying many real life situations. In fact, following Na·tvig [7] , the ~(X) defined as above is the maximum flow through a parallel system with capacities Xi' i=1, ..• , n. For example, if there is a regionwide grid of n power generating stations and Xi MW is the supply capacity of the i-th station at a given time point then rX i MW is the total capacity of the grid at that point.
Note that rX i is a surjective function from {O, ••• ,M}n to {O, ••• , nM}.
A question, not relevant in the studies of BCS but of importance in the Btudies of MMS is the utility of a specified up-state to the system. Griffith [4] , [5] has studied the MMS of binary items assuming that the utility function is monotonic nondecreasing.
However, the utility of the i-th up-state would depend mainly upon the difference between the cost to run the system and the revenue from the system in that state.
Hence, in general the utility function need not be a monotone or a linear function of the states of the system.
In the utility-studies of MMS composed of multi-state items it is essential to know the contribution of each item or of the specified state of a given item, to the expected utility of the system.
In this paper, we study the above questions pertaining to the structure function rx i .
Preliminaries are given in section 2 and results are summarized in section 3.
Finally the paper is concluded with a few remarks.
Preliminaries
In addition t:o the symbols defined above we use the following notations the probability that the i-th component occupies state j, utility of the system in state i, If a ij = 1 (or 0) for some j -then A obtained using condition (2.1) does not satisfy (2.2). However, an FV-i may be constructed by decreasing (increasing) a ij and making suitable changes in rest of the aiks'.
Results
We, first, separate out the contribution of the i-th item to the expected utility of the system.
Proposition 3.1:
If ~Xi items with availability utility of the system is
is the ~~S of n independent multistate vectors Al""'~' then the expected 
We proceed. as in Griffith (1980) , Importance of Item in MMS
The second term on the R.H.S. of (3.1) is the joint contribution of the (n-1 ) items, except the i-th item, to the expected utility of the system.
Hence ~i may be viewed as the contribution of the i-th item to the expected utility of the system.
Furt.her, we interprete t/J ik as the utility of the k-th state of the i-th item.
If the u1:ility of the system has to increase through the ith item, efforts should be made to maintain the i-th item in t:he M-th (perfect) state which will yiE!ld maximum contribution of the i-th item to 1:he expected utility of the system. In the following discussion by an optimal Fv-i we mean an Fv-i which yields the maximum contribution of the i-th item to the expected utility of the system. However, in general U(.) is non-monotonic and the choice of an optimal Fv-i is not obvious. In the following proposition we propose that a linear programming technique may be employed to obtain an optimal Fv-i. 
(li i -lit) can be expressed in terms of the survival functions of the i-th and the t-th items. In that case It may be noted that P, Q, KO are index sets.
Further, if the i.e. the i-th item contributes more than the t-th item to the expected utility of sufficient the system. Following two propositions give conditions for the comparison.
Proposition 3.3 For the MMS discused in Proposition 3.1, the i-th (t-th) item contributes more than the t-th (i-th) item to
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Further, note that
Since, for the linear U(.) R.H.S. of (3.6) would be zero,
It may be noted thalt (3.6) can be writen alternatively, as
Hence, it is possible to discuss the importance of the i-th and the t-th items sta·te-wise, for the given utility function. We consider few special cases of the utility function.
In view of (3.6) and (3. 
Concluding Remarks
As mentioned in the introduction, this paper deals with the maximum flow in a parallel network and a given utility function. Proposition :3.2 and 3.4 hold for general utility functions. However, in proposition 3.5, we need U ( .) to be non-decreasing convex function.
For maintenance, priorities to the items should be given according to the orders 0 f f I/l. a~k where a: k ' s are Table 1 jU ( that is, the inequality in (3.5) holds. Thus the contribut.ion of the first item is more than that of the third item.
The above can also be verified by actually computing ~ and 3 noting that ~l --~3 ( = 0.28) > 0 .
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